Project Highlights

- *WIP* is proposed to connect rapidly expanding Marcellus supplies to Iroquois markets in New York and New England.
- New physical receipt at the proposed Constitution Pipeline interconnect in Wright, New York.
- Utilizes Iroquois’ existing Wright Compressor Station property.
- Approximately 22,000 HP of transfer compression with cooling and associated facilities.
- Capacity = up to 650,000 Dth/day.
- Proposed In-Service Date: 2nd Half of 2018.
**Project Overview**

The Wright Interconnect Project (“WIP”), an expansion of Iroquois’ existing compression and metering facilities in Wright, New York, is being developed in conjunction with the proposed Constitution Pipeline to enable delivery of up to 650,000 Dth/d of natural gas from the terminus of the Constitution Pipeline in Schoharie County, NY into both Iroquois and the Tennessee Gas Pipeline under a 15 year capacity lease agreement with Constitution.

The proposed Constitution Pipeline is being developed to bring rapidly growing natural gas supplies from northeastern Pennsylvania to serve the energy needs of New York and New England – markets presently served by Iroquois.

Leasing the WIP capacity from Iroquois will allow Constitution to eliminate their proposed compression facility, thereby reducing the impact on the environment and the Wright, New York community.

**Regulatory Process**

The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) will be the lead agency for permitting WIP in conjunction with the proposed Constitution Pipeline. As part of the FERC application, Iroquois is required to notify affected parties of plans to build facilities in their communities. The FERC certificate process provides for a coordinated environmental review, prior to construction of the project. WIP will also require permits and approvals from state and other authorities.

Iroquois is proud of its reputation as a responsible corporate neighbor who contributes to the wellbeing of the community, and we commit to work with affected stakeholders to seek input throughout the planning, permitting and construction of WIP. Since the early 1990s, Iroquois has maintained a presence in the community and we will continue to utilize the Wright Compressor Station as a field office location.

**Safety**

The safety of the public and our employees is a top priority for Iroquois. Interstate natural gas pipelines are America’s safest transportation network, and Iroquois has a longstanding, excellent safety record. The proposed pipeline facilities will be designed, built, and operated to meet or exceed industry and government standards designed to ensure public safety.

**Environment**

As a local, New England based company, we live in and care about the communities we serve. Respect for the environment is an important part of Iroquois’ culture, and we are dedicated to preserving our environment by seeking ways to minimize intrusions to, and maximize protection of, our natural resources. Iroquois’ integration of the WIP design at its existing facility is expected to reduce potential emissions when compared to Constitution Pipeline’s previously proposed compression site. WIP will be subject to an extensive environmental review as part of the regulatory process. Iroquois will collect and analyze site specific environmental information to understand potential impact, develop mitigation plans, and prepare environmental reports for review by the FERC and other permitting agencies. Construction will not commence until these agencies are satisfied that WIP can be constructed without significant impacts to the environment.

**Forward-Looking Statement Disclaimer**

Portions of this document may constitute “forward-looking statements” as defined by federal law. Although the company believes any such statements are based on reasonable assumptions, there is no assurance that actual outcomes will not be materially different. Any such statements are made in reliance on the “safe harbor” protections proved under the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995.

**Contact**

Your questions and comments are important to us. For more information please contact:

Ruth Parkins
Manager, Public Affairs
203.925.7209
ruth_parkins@iroquois.com